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Tickets are now on sale is determined to get it.
'at the switchboard for The c a p i talis ts are'
Do r d t College Thalians found out by Madwoman
spring production of Jean Countess Auelia (Hattie
Giraudoux's "The Mad - Allen, Downers Grove,
.wornan of Chaillot." Per- Ill.) and she, together
formances are scheduled wi th he r best advisors
for April 26, 27, 28, and (Barb Walvort, Waupon,
30 in the Dordt College Wis .. Brenda Dieken,
C106 Theatre. The play Gru~dy Center, and
is directed by Mr. James Hilda Haveman, Hull),
Koldenhoven, with Miss who are a bit eccentric,
Carol Addink as assistant conduct a trial. Standing
director. in place of the capitalists
Rehearsals are in full is the Ragpicker (Gregg
swing with both cast and Sjoerdsma, Iowa Ci t y )
crews busily preparing who pleads innocent but
for the production. is found guilty. The Mad-
"Madwoman" is set in woman devises a plan to
France, near Paris and get rid of the capitalists
'all action takes place in and is aided by Pie r c e
the space of one afternoon. (Martin Van Dyk, Bowari-
Costumes arewidely ville, Ont.} and Irma
varied in style and female (Helen Blankespoor, In-
costumes were designed wood) as well as 0 th e r
and sewn by theatre stu- members of the Cafe
dents. People fro m all group.
segments of so cie ty, The play is entertaining
from the elite to the work- and yet makes clear its
ing man, are represented. standpoint oncapitalism.
The capitalists, portray' The play Will be perform-
ed by the Pre sid e n t and ed on the pro s c e n i urn
the Baron (Mary and Rog- stage, With two sets re-
erAddink, Orange City), quired, Giraudoux's
are per suaded-by a Pros - symbolism and expres-
pector (Ve r Iy n Bakker, sionistic technique add
Sanborn) to join him in a g rea t I Y to the interest
scheme to blow up the and value of the play.
ci ty of Paris. The pros-
pector believes oil flows pr
under the city streets and
Ruth Van Koevering, Ron Rupke, Hattie Allen, and Ron
Hansum rehearse a scene from the Madwoman.
Photo: Struik
Janet Vlieg ponders an editorial question.
Elijah Staged
The April 21 produc- ---~
t ion of Mendelssohn's
oratorio The Elijah by a
large mass chorus, the
80-voice Dor-dt Chorale,
and soloists and ensem-
bles selected f r om the
Dorrjr C 0 11e ge Oper a
Guild will be es peciall y
interesting b ec a use it
will be presented in an
abbreviated but dramat-
icall y s tag e d manner.
Director Gary Warm ink
reports that while a Chi-
cago group has presented
the oratorio with limited
action for soloist,
Dordt's presentation will
be staged throughout and
is the first dramatic pro-
duction staged in Dordt.'s
Gymnas ium -Auditorium.
The narrative taken from
Scripture, includes such
characters as Eli j a h ,
Obadiah, Ahab, [ezebel ,
a w i d ow , a small boy,
angels, numerous small-
er g t- 0 ups such as the
prophets 0 f Ba a 1, and
even rea C t ion s of the
large mass group of "the
people. "
Major solo roles will
be sung by Eileen Oliver,
John Van Gv o n.i n g e n ,
Marsha Kleinwolterink,
Elaine Huisman, and Jim
Vande Kerk, Jim Postma,
an e i g h t h grader at the
local Christian school,
will also be featured in a
solo role ..
Student director assist
ant Jerry Ku y per a n.d
c -r- e w s from the Opera
Guild will assemble the
dramatic setting for the
production.
The Elijah has been a
fa VOl' i te o f oratorioL.-----------I
one evening 0 n 1y in thegroups around the world
and with the exception of Dordt Gym-Auditor ioum,
The Messiah has probably on Sa tu r- da y eve n i ng
d d April 21, at 8:00 p. rn.
been per for mea n Reserved seat tickets
he a 't- d by more people
than any other major work will go on sale beginning
of this type. The pres - April 12 and can be ob-
entation of this very mus - tained by calling the col-
ically a p pea lin g and lege or at the Dordt Stu-
melodious work will be dent Union. kw
•In Gym
Ron Klemm appears as Elijah in
Part One of the Elijah.
Photo: PR
Janet Vlieg, a junior
English major, from Ed-
monton, Alberut, has been
elected Diamond editor-
in-chief for the 1973-74
s c h 001 term. Janet ran
unopposed in the April 16
election.
The feature editor dur-
ing t his year, Janet also
wrote on the news and fea-
ture staffs' dUring he r
freshman and sophomore
years.
In talking about next
yearn Diamond, Janetsays
that she hopes itWill 'serve
as a unifying force on the
Dordt Collegecampus
through featuring items of
interest to all the students,
focusing not so m u chon
the issues that divide us,
but those which unite us;'
and in doing so, work at
some of the problems at
Dordt, "
Janet has already assem-
bled part of her editorial
staff. C a I Tuininga Will
serve as the news editor
next yea r, With Jeannie
Zinkand taking on Janet's
present job as feature ed-
itor. Julius de Jager Will
again head the sports staff
Janet has chosen sis t e r
Ellen Vlieg as her layout
editor. As far as photo-
graphyis concerned, Janet
hopes to collaborate With
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It's Not So Easy.
by Karen Walhof
This is it, people. After we've finished with this one, we put
away our scissors and glue, our correcting pencils and double-
stick tape, we unplug our typewriters and say good-bye to dead-
lines, headlines, and the Shopper printers. Finished fqr another
year - -or jus t finished.
Nostalgia attacks a large number of Dordtites at about this
time --especially seniors. And right nowI'm floundering in nos-
talgia --remembering other Diamondlayout nights that lasted till
4:30 am, problems that we have faced as an editorial staff or as
compatriots in a cause, wondering if the principle of the matter
was more important than what might res u1t , or if we had our
heads onbackwards. Rememberingfrustration whenthings mov-
ed so slowly, when ideas and productions. were discarded because.
"it's not the right ti me." Remembering when we threw up our
hands and said "if I can't function as an adult here, I give up. "
Youknow-s-any of youwho have faced these issues. It's al-
most a cycle: naive, careles s attitude, seeing education as a
purely classroom activity--extreme busyness durtng which the
ugnt begins to dawn--realization of what we're really here for,
the essence of scholarship and student-ship--disgust when goals
are frustrated and ideas disregarded--an inch away from retire-
ing from the routine and the interruptions of Dordt life.
But nostalgia serves no constructive purpose, and we'll get no
where by retiring to a who gives a --- attitude.
There's only one way out of this frustration, as I see it--only
one way that makes any sen s e. And that's-"get to work. I'm
sure, after what I've observed in the past couple years, that that
is the only route for responsible students to go.
Take a look a t changes and accornpl tshmenrs made this year.
Student Life Senate in particular. Howwas it effected? Not by
staging a giant walk-out rebellion. Not by screaming charges at
the board and administration. Rather, students, Board, admin-
istration and faculty sat downand ground it out together. It
isn't the easy way. It isn't the glamcrous way. Butit is the only
way that things get done.
It seems that some students rest ina complacent rebellion.
Leveling ins ul ts at the authority structure here, charging the
community and constituency with blind hypocracy, accusing other
students of a simplistic view of life--it's easier to throw accu-
sations every whi ch way, than to sit downand dirty our hands
with the bus in e s s at hand. Wemake no headway turning our
backs on the problems here. Butwe gain no respect nor dignity
for the office of student if we close our ears to the suggestions
of faculty and administration.
Specifically. Wegain no greater recognition by retreating
from the institution of Student For urn, refusing to work at the
problems and propose possible alternatives. We make no great-
er strides in drama, publications, music, choreography, what-
ever; if we tum away "sour grapes" style. Wewin no battles
by dressing like bam -yard workers to church. Etc,.; etc , , etc.
It seems to me that we could go crazy if we look at the prob-
lems or frustrations we face as our individual battle, toward our
ownpersonal prize. It's time to take a look at ourselves in the
context of community in which we function and for wflichwe
must work. We're all in it together.
Things aren't the way you think they should be? Then get to
work--try to change it. But let me warn you-s-it might not work
the first time, or the next, or the next, or--- And if it doesn't
get finished in your time here? Then look at it as a step built
for those coming after--but most of all, for Christ the King for
whom all buildings rise.
F r u s t rate d? Put your frustrations in your back pocket and
push through that wall that seems to be blocking your way. That
may mean that you take a long time to carefully chisel your way
through, so the whole wall doesn't come crashing downon our
heads.
There's a lot of bUilding to do--you can't do it alone, and
anything worth building takes time and wor:C.
A Question of Representation
To the Editor:
During the Ia s t couple of weeks, it has been decided that the
Freshman-Sophomore banquet was to be held behind the Student
Union as a barbeque. Weare glad to see that the Student Forum
is s t r i vi n g to come up with new and creative ideas; however,
when a petition was sent around asking the freshman and sopho-
more students (bothmale and female) which was their preference,
a banquet or a bar be que, over 180kids signed for a banquet.
This was by far the 1a r ge majority of those contacted. There
were others whowould have liked to have signed, but were too
late in finding out about it. On Mondayafternoon, April 16, this
peti tion was presented to the freshman and sophomore rep r e._
sentatives , relating to them the voice of the students there un-
dersigned. Not only was the idea of having a petition such as
this one completely rejected, but the ideas behind the srgnatures
were labeled as trivial and bearing false and unjust motives.
While we admit th a t having a barbeque could be a lot of fun,
that is not the principle or the question here. Is the Student
Forum honestly weighing th e views of the students they repre-
sent? Are they s t r I ving to find out what we think, much less
give our ideas worthy attention when we come to them? lfwe go
directly to our representatives, will th e y vote according to our
views? Or will they vote with their ownbest interests in mind?
it appears that the meeting of the 16thholds this in question.
Elections for class representatives are coming up very soon.
Let's carefully consider all the nominees to make sure that the
representation which they promise will be JUStthat--represen-
tation, and our Student Forum will increasmgly become a voice
for a wider student opinion. -a group of concerned students
Editor's note: I disagree with your basic premise. Representation is not merely a
parroting of the constituency' 5views (in this case, the Freshman and SophomOf.e .c:ass
members). AJ, elected representatives, those Forummembers ha.ve a re~onslblhty
to operate out of their own perspective. When a student tosses hl~ vote .mto the bal-
lot box he is not merely choosing a funnel into which he pours hISfeel ings and ex-
pects them to come out in a more ordered way. A vote for a certain individual is
actually a vote of confidence: II l respect your integrity and your view~. n The elect-
ed individual is then responsfbl e (and he bears that authority) to act~ of cour.se?pen-
eared to his constituent's feelings but a 1s 0 out of his own perspective and Insight,
That is part of the essence of repr~sentation, I"think, that responsibility to use ini-
tiative in acting in the correct manner.
In that way, I think you're being short-sighted.
COME . as you are ....
rJJAMltN!I
Published fortDlghtlyby the stIldenQof Dordt College. View... pre-
are not nece.. arIly thoae of the .1lldent body, faculty, or admbumatlon.
Subscriptlolll available at $1.50 per academic year, September ~ May.
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ath Team Places in National Contest Pals. Is Business
A team of three Dord t
~0 II ege math geniuse s
llaced 109th out of 145 in
he recent William Lowell
;'utmanMat hem a t ica I
Competition. The Com-




Nayne Rib ben s rank ed
76th. Roger Addink and
~obert Friel ing came in
65th and 895th in the in-
Iividual ranking. Dianna
yk s t r a, Dave Ka uk,
Kathy Fr idsma , Ronald
Hansum and David Van
Haaftenalsowrote the ex-
am but did not write as
part ofthe team represen-
ting the school.
"We're real happy with
the results," said Mr. aspect, Mr. Veldkamp
Arnold Veldkamp in' dis- feels, is the honor ofdoing
cussing Do-rits effort. well. Students in mathe-
"The top schools in the matics Or physics going
competition, such as MIT, onto graduate school ben-
Harvard and California efit fr 0m a respectable
Tech, place a great em - showing in the Putman
phasis on this area. So !vhthematical Competition
Dor-dts outcome is really "It's really a tough test."
good. " Mathematics is according to Mr. Veld-
not one of the most popu- karnp,
lar majors at Dordt, Last Th e examination was
year was Dordts first held on Saturday, Decdm-
year in the thirty-three be r 2, 1972. It was ad-
year old competition. Mr. ministeved at each of the
Veldkamp had difficulty 322participating colleges
-r-emember ing those r-e - and univer-sities in the
sults , "Last yea-r- was United States and Canada.
te -r-rible, " he said. Only145schools qualified
Pr-izes up to $500 a -r-e for the team ranking.
awar-ded to the five win- Last week Dordt discov-
ning tearns , Butmove irn- e-r-ed it was am 0 ng that
po...tant than the m 0 ne y select g-r-oup, jv
Student of Year
Duane P81 s ': senior, field of business. Mr. De
was named business stu- Groot, head of the business
dent of the year at the an - department, rem ark e d
.nual. Fut~re Busincss Ex - that the 'choice is always
ecutives BanquetApn~ II. difficult" for there are
C.hosenfrom 28 senior many qualified but one has
busl~essmajors, Duane lito zero it down to one. "
received the Wallstreet Mr. De Gfl"ootadded that
Journal Award which rrr- they had weighed thin s
volves a medallio.n ina carefully in making th~ir
cr,ystal. pi;lper weight, a decision.
subscription to the Wall- Duane Pals is from Ed-
street Journal (wo.rth a~- gerton, Minnesotava n d
out $20), and having hi s went to Southwest Christ-
~ame engraved on the bus- ian High. He is married
messst~dent of the year and now lives in Sioux
plaqu~ m Mr. Henry De Center.
Groot s o~lce. Last year's award went
The choice was made to Daryl De Karn, also
by the business depart- from,Edgerton Minnesota
ment and IS based on ac- '
ademic achievement, con-
tribution to campus life,
personality, and anticip-
ated contribution to, the
Cookson Plans Study in Austria
Dordt sophomore Gary Gar y is interested in American embassy there.
Cookson has been accept- post-graduation w 0 r k in Gary is from Ripon, Cal-
ed for study in Aus tri a Europe-o-possthly workingifornia. kw
during the upcoming sum- as an ass i stan t in an
mer and fall s e s s ion s .
Through a foreign studies
program sponsored by the
Iowa State Universities,
Gary will travel to
Austria, and from June 13
to January 20, he will
study in Austrian schools.
. His summer s e s s ion
opens with a few weeks in
Millstatt, and will be com-
pleted in Vienna. Accord-
ing to Gary, . the summer
session will be basically
an introduction to German
language, composition,
and culture--so the Amer-
ican students can com-
municate. The fall
session is scheduled for
Klage,uurt, during which
regular. college courses
are open to visiting stu-
dents. These courses are
jvw
White House Dirtied by Scandal
by Gail Stockmeier
It has become cliche to say that justice inAmeri-
can government is a scarce commodity. The surest
way to get disgusted is to pick up a' newspaper Or
newsmagazine and read about the lastest scandal.
Three of the hottest news items at present involve
dishonesty and cor r-uption on the pa-t- t of federal
gove't-nment officials of all r-anks.
TheWate.-gateAffat...has been in and out of pub-
lic view' since last June. Eavesdropping and sabo-
tage ofDemocratic campaigning as well as huge un-
reported campaign contributions are the main Re-
publican offenses. The Nixon Administration has
attempted to disassociate itself from Watergate,
but the confessions of several wiretappers, parti-
cu~arly James W. McCord, reveal that high White
House and Republican Party officials were involved
in the crimes, including several of Nixon's closest
advisers. Nixon has been protecting his present·
and former aides from the need to testify in con-
gressiona~ hearings by invokingExecutive Privilege.
Congressmen contend that Watergate involves
purely political matte ...s that are possibly illegal,
and have nothing to do with gove...nment duties. The
NixonAdminist ...ation is suffe...inga t...emendous loss
of face, and justly so. Nixon's actions are those
ofa man with much to hide. His administ ...ation has
loudly echoed the law and orde ...theme while des-
c"'ying the mo...al pe"'missiveness of ou...age.
Watergate accuses his leadership of hypocrisy.
forr rokeep Chile's Socialist President Allende from
taking office. In return they wanted the CIA to do
the dirty work for them in Chile. ITT's motive
was financial; therr objecti vewas to keep their com-
pany from being nationalized by a Socialist Presi-
dent. The CIArefused to cooperate. However, the
very fact that an Amer-ican business firm would even,
dare to approach seriously the intelligence branch
ofOurgovernment with such a dishonest scheme is
a poor commentary on.our gove...nment's reputation.
In looking at the prevalent corruption and ma-
te...ialism present in our national government, it is
natural to be critical and negative. Cynicism and
dis'illusionment easily follow. Christians are es-
peciallytempted to declare the political scene hoper
lesslylost and sinful. While it is necessary to re-
cognize the G:d-denyingattitudes and actions which
pervade t:l;lewhole of government, it·is imparative
tnat we refrain from feeling helpless. The...e is
much for Christians to do politically, butwe do not
face Our task alone, nOr does OUrsuccess depend
uponourselves. Christ is Kingof politics right now.
Hehas wonthe victory al...eady. It is ou...p...ivilege
to proclaim that victory by reforming politics to
His will. .
These are true Christian objectives, butthey tend
to ...emain ste ...ile gene"'alities which we believe in
our hea...ts, buta ...e unable to make concrete in our
daily lives. Scandalous gove...nmentbehavio ...upsets
us, but only enough to comment upon it 'J Our
friends Or family. The wo...k of reforming politics
seldom seems togetofftheground. Se~':IomdoOU'"
opinbns get hea...d, and even mo...e seldom do they
effect change. Is God expecting too much of us?
Closely related with the Watergate Affai... is the
nomination ofPat...ick Gray IlIas di...ector of the FBI.
Senate confi"'mation hea...ings have revealed that
G...ay unquestioningly handed over FBIWate"'gate
files to White House officials. He also allowed a-
gents to become involved in the Nixon Campaign,
thus associatillg the FBIwith political, partisan
affairs. Here again Nixon's Administration has
blackened its rc>u~ation_
The latest ITT scandals sully the entire Execu-
tive branch of government, not just the CIA. ITT
has recently received a favorable decision in the
Justice Depa...tment's anti -t...ust suit against them.
There a...e strong indications that the ...uling was
politicall ymoti vated. TI,e second scandal involves
the CIA. ITT offered to financially support an ef-
Gary and the Good News
Photo:Ouwens
regular German college
courses--no E nglis h
spoken. Gary estimates
that his German study
will produce from nine to
eleven course credits for
application at Dordt. As
far as housing is concern-
ed Gar y and his fellow
American stu den t swill
occupy dorms during the
summer session, and will
li ve with familie s during
the fall term.
Pe...haps Christian convictions ...emain sterile be-
causewe have not opened our hearts to the opportu-
nities which Godzives us. A"'eweconstantly p...ay-
ing to be shown what we must do fo... the Lo...d po-
litically? A...e we conce...ned with being Christ ian
citizens, ...ather than o...dina...yAmedcan OrCanadian
citizens? It is obvious that ou...present /;ove...nment
needs Christial) citizens atld Christiatl politiciatls
who conve...t thei...beliefs into political ...ealities.
A"'e youWiLing?




Fac~lty Increases Next· Year
Mr. VernTimmer, or- eralisttypeof person. J-e
iginally from Holland, is well-prepared in many
Michigan, has accepted a areas and should be very
position in the business effective."
department of Dordt Col - Before his two years of
1e ge for next year. He teaching at Barrington Col-
will be teaching courses lege, Mr. Timmer taught
in economics andbustncse for eight years at Manhat-
administration. He will ten Christian High at Man-
be the third member of hatten, Montana, and two
the business department, years at BellflowerChrist-
joiningMiss Shirley Kuper ian High in Artesia, Cal-
and Mr. Henry De Groot. ifornia.
Mr. Timmer will be Two faculty members
leaving BarringtonCollege will also be returnin g
in Rhode Island where he from leave of a b sen c e
has taughtfor the las t tw0 next yea r. After three
years. years of study at the Un-
After getting his A. B. iversity of Iowa, Mr.
degree in busines s admin- Mike Vanden Bosch will
istration and speech at resume his duties in the
Western Michigan Uni- . English department. Heis
ve r s i t y , Mr. Timmer a candidate for aPh. D.
went on to get a M, S. de-· and hopes to write his
gree in commerce and ed- dissertation this summer.
ucation at MontanaState Nextyear hewill be teach-
University in Bozeman, ing expository writing,
Montana, and a M.S. de ~ English 101, & American
gree in economics at the. literature. Hewill also
University 0 f illinois in be teaching the first jour-
Urbana, Illinois. nalism course offered at
Commenting 0 ~ Mr .. Dordt College.
Ttrrmers cnedential s , Mr. Mr. Louis VanDyke,
Henry DeGroot. stated, after a year of study at
'.'Welike this v-he's a geri- the University of South
I
A glimpse of Saturday School.
Photo: de Vries
De Koster Featured Speaker
on Vocational Training
The Dugout features a sale as it prepares to move.
Dakota, returns w i th a
Doctor ofArts and Teach-
ing Degree (D.A. T.).
Hewill again be teaching
American History and
History Methods. When
Koekkoekwas asked if Mr.
Van Dyke would res ume
his position as head of the
history department, he
replied, "Ihope so." Mr.
Koekkoekhasbeen substi-
tuting as department head





bookstore, will be moving
to a new location in Sep-
tember. Because of the
expansion of their neigh-
bor, Inga's Men's Cloth-
ing, the "Dugout"wi I I
move to a new store 10'
cated behind the Elite
Barbershop, next to
Marv's Lunch.
Thepurpose of the Dug-
out is to make literature
exploring and expIaining
themeaning ofGod's ere-
ation, leading to Scrip'
turally-directed learning
and culture, available to
students and the public at
a reduced price.
The second annual Mo-
ving Sale is now in pro'
gress andmany books are
available at 30-50% of the
·regular price. The sale




Lloyd Den Boer, Sam
Mahaffy, andAudrey Srnid
all students at Dordt, pre'
sented their papers on a
Christian perspective in
language. Theycovered a
broad range of topics--a
historical survey of Itng-
uistics, a Christian view
of linguistics in light of
what has been done in the
past, and howbroad the
scope of language is, es-
pecially in its functioning.
Thiswas demonstrated by
analyzing one sentence--
the basic unit of symbolic
clarity.
LindaVandenacre, a se-
nior German major at
Do-dt, presented a paper
on Foreign Language Ca-
reers. Her main thesis
centered around the ques-
tion: Towhat extend shoud
career be the goal of for-
eign language study?
kdg
Dr. Lester de Koster, tee said, "Withmore and
editor ofThe Banner, will more Christian high
be on Dordt's campus on schools going into voca-
April 26. That eveninghe tional programs the ques-
will speak to the general tion a r is e s whether a
public on the SUbject:Vo- post-secondary program
cational Training for our in vocational training is
Covenant Youth. notbeCOmingmOreUrgent:'Augsburger Scheduled for CommencementRecently there has been The committee plans b
considerable in t ere s t dosome in-depth research
shown in vocational train- into the possibility of set- Dordt College will hold n on i te College and country, and has authored
ing. Classis Orange City tingupa vocational school, its c om me n ce me n t Seminary of Harrisonburg, seve r al books on the
has appointeda committee Rev. Haan indicated the:reexercises on May11, and in NewHolland, Pe nn - Christian life.
to investigate the possibil- is a good possibility that the featured speaker will sylvania. Dr. Augsburger has
ity of meeting the needs Dor d t will become in-· beDr. Myron S. Augs- Dr. Augsburger has chosen as the subject of
ofour youngpeople in this volved with this project. burger. headed evangelistic cru _ his add res s: "Faith
area. Rev. Haan, who is tk Dr. Augsburger is sades and preaching mis - AdmidstSecularism."
meetingwith this commit- president of Eastern Men- sions in cities across the bs
Repr e sen t atives fro m foreign language students,
Colleges of Mid-America Mary Parker, a studentat
met on the Dordt campus SiouxFalls Collegesang a
for their annual Foreign be aut ifu I French song,
Language meeting Satur> "Les DeuxEscargots. "
day, April 7. The daywas The major part 'of' the
geared to presentations morning was spent in a
and discussions of acade- presentation and discus-
mic matters relevant to sion of "Computerized In-
the field offoreign langua- structton" by PlO-Of e SSOr
ges, with the emphasis on CecilWoodof the Univer-
the teaching aspect. sity of Minnesota. Com-
Approximately 40 CMA pu t e r ized instruction a -
students and faculty par- dapts well to completely
ticipated in the activities individualized instruction
which began with viewing and private instruction.
theWochenendschule(Ger- After a d inner in th e
man Sat urday School). West Commons with the
Students from the local CMAparticipants and
schools ingrades 4-8 have Wochenendschulestudents,
been meeting on Saturday three student papers were
mornings to learn spoken presented.
German, taught to themby A presentation on a Spa-
10Dor-dt Germanstudents, nish poetbyKathy Roberts
under the direction of Mr. of Briar Califf involved• K. Boot. a reading of poetry along
Followingthts livelyses- witha taped poetry reading
sionofsinging and speak- by the poet --"Marchado:
ingbythese aspiring young The land ofAlvargonzalez."
Look at Rudy Wiebe
by Kay De Jong
Manyofus havemet RudyWiebe in his first work, Peace Shall
Destroy Many. Wiebewas born a Canadian Mennonite; his back-
ground is reflected throughout his three novels, Peace Shall I:Je-
stroy Many (1962), First and Vital Candle (1966), and The Blue
Mountains of China (1970). Each novel deals with a particular
aspect of the Mennonite community, focusing on the individual's
plight in those surroundings.
A recently organized Russian Mennonite settlement in Sas-
katchewan during the depression 30's, united by tradition, and
belief, provides the setting for Wiebe's first novel, Peace Shall
Destroy Many. The Mennonite community which traditiona1:y
held war to be wrong is faced by the reality of war as it touches
their community. The tension that the war in·1944 brought to
the community is reflected through the violence that hovers be-
neath the surface of many Mennonite lives.
The effects of a rigid Mennonite upbringing harden Abe Ross
in The First and Vital Candle. As a result, Ross rejects both
faith and friends. Adrift, he searches for meaning. Traveling
through Canada, he eventually gets caught up in the magic and
superstition of the OjibwaIndians. Whenhe is finally confronted
by a meaningful life in Christ, he moves towards a beginning of
understanding.
Nowin Wiebe's third novel, The BlueMountains of China, the
Mennonite community is portrayed in its transition from a Rus-
sian village in the Ukraitle to Canada, South America, and to
other parts of Russia. Via the lives of var ious individuals
Wiebe traces the immigration from its beginning to its full d~-
velopment over a hundred year period. Four families, Epps,
Drtediger, Reimers and the four generations of Friesens are
followedthroughout the novel until their meeting at a Crossroads
ditch near Edmonton, Alberta. Wiebe waits until the last chap-
ter to ti7 all the fami:lies together through their individual rep-resentanves. The fir st twelve chapters, each dealing with a
particular indiv:Idual, are often quite obscure- -allowing the
reader to do a bit of guesswork as to whom the reference in the
chapter is being made. The matter is further confused by the
fact that there are five Jakob Fr-iesens , Wiebe rarely makes
clear WhIChJakob Friesen he is writing about.
Despite the vagueness of individual identity, Wiebe manages
to show the community's shortcomings as well as its strengths.
The community was maintained under intense pressure, but suf-
fered. as a body of Christ. Wiebe does not answer or pose any
solution to the workings Of a Christian community. But from his
portrayal of the Mennonite community we can, however, begin
to learn from their mistakes and strengths.
The BlueMountains of China shows the Mennonites in a quest
for a promised land. JakObFriesen (IV)considers the Menno-
nites to be similiar to the Jews in this respect. However, in the
pro~ess of looking for this land of milk and honey, many Men-
nomtes are lost. Elizabeth Drieiger, Denis and Ester Willms
(who change their name to Williams) lead lives void of the
meaningfulness that the Mennonite community would have given
as a body of Christ. Even old Jakob Friesen who had remained
in Russia "no longer [had] anything with the Mennonites." "I
believe in nothing" became his mechanical answer.
In Wiebe's character sketching of individuals, he brilliantly
exposes the spirits that motivated each individual member of the
communi.ty. Unity in the novel is largely maintained through
farruly ties and common hometowns. For any Mennonite it is
these ties that are the basis for the tradition of their forefathers.
Jakob F~iesen is one of the forefathers who left Mennonite ways
afterbemgsentencedbytheGPUinRussia. Ittakes John Reimer,
a young reconciled Mennonite carrying a wood cross across
Canada, to reunite old Friesen with two younger generations of
F~iesens (Williams) and Driedigers. Through young Reimer,
WIebe offers the hope that can still save the Mennonite or, for
that matter, any Christian community. Christ, says Reimer
comes with the GoodNews. '
And he didn't do it by setting up a church that can never change no matter
where on earth or in what century it is, a church that's never as important
to us as living, as eating, as making OUf pile, that's there a few hourson
Sunday, and maybe a committee meeting during the week to keep our fire
escape polished, tokeepusdecent as our parents all told u s . No! The
church Jesus began in (us living, everywhere, a new socie ty) .... The
kingdom of God is within your grasp, repent and believe the good news!
(p. 215 G 216)
It is the hope of the universal Church that unites the escape of the
Mennonites through Chinawith the blue mountains of Canada.
Wiebe's development as a Christian artist can be seen in his
aovels, although a devotee of Peace Shall Destroy Many may be
Iisappctnted. Wiebe's meatng in The BlueMountains Of China
is mor-e ambigious, thus not quite as dynamic. The BlueMoun-
:ains of China calls for more than one reading.
It's No Picnic. • •
I
by Jeannie Zinkand
. Every year within the Special Events Committee budget, $1600
ISallotted to the Freshman-Sophomore, Junior-Senior banquets.
The year.s of near failure banquets, have not initiated any major
c~anges In the system. Last year s Student Council struggled
WIththe prob,lemof whether or not there should still bebanquets
for this 72- 73 year. Although the Council decided not to abo-
lish the institution of banquets, they did suggest that those in-
volved in planning the class gatherings could vary the format.
Last Monday the elected representatives of the freshman and
sophomore classes met together to discuss the Freshman-Sopho-
more Banquet. ~ophomore class members recalled the banquet
of the spnng of 72 with none too favorable memories. The is-
sue discussion centered around was not, though, primarily one
of the success or failure of past banquets. Me m b e r S felt the
spending of $800 on a banquet was a most selfish and unneeded
waste of time and money.
Th e representatives decided an alter-native to the traditional
formal banquet was necessary. Aproposal to eat a normal meal
at the Commons, and to give the $800 designated for the Fresh-
m.an-Sophomore banqu~t to the CRWRCfor food for the hungry
NIca.ragua~s. The action was to be a symbolic act; reahztng that
we Iive quite comfortable lives, rarely wanting in anything, es-
pecial ly food. Not to eat a special meal for one night was to be
witness ofOurlove not only for those near us, but also for those
neighbors we must love who are far from us.
Although certain members of the college administration were
enthused about the idea, the idea of t-ansfer ing money from one
fund to another source was unacceptable to the Power's that be.
Still believing that it was not morally r ight to spend the $800 on
a .banquet, the freshman and sophomore c Iass presidents met
WIthRev. Hulst and Mr. Koldenhoven to discuss an alternative.
The idea of an informal outdoor barbeque was raised. Since this
barbequewould cost considerablyless money and would allow for
informal gathering of the two classes, the representatives ac-
cepted the idea. Th e desire not to have a formal dress affair '
~ .(;JI.~·'.~.
~. ~.,t;.'" ..... _11:_
was expressed bythe representatives at the first meetingaswelL
The news of the proposed barbeque spread quickly to themem-
bers of the classes, Over the weekend a petition arose stating
that the undersigned people were in favor of having a semi-for-
mal or formal banquet. One hundred fifty some persons signed
the petition. It is to be not e d that these persons were of both
the freshman and sophomore classes, both females and males.
At the Monday, Aprill6 meeting ofelected freshmen and soph-
omore class representati ves, two females of the freshman class
submitted the petition and an oral report. The report stated that
many students in the twoclasses were very upset at the prospect
of having an informal gathering instead of a mo-e formal event.
Adesire was expressed that once a year it would be nice to have
everyone dress up, eating together at a served candlelit dinner.
"Many of the girls have been waiting all year to dress up for the
banquet." "They have gotten dresses just for the banquet." The
class representatives we-e reminded of their r-esponstbility to
deal with this "major" student voice expressed in the petition.
The combined freshman-sophomore classes numbers near 500.
By nowrat her weary of the entire debate of the Freshman-
Sophomore Banquet, the representatives once again returned to
the well-worn topic. No longer was the question one of spending
money, as much as what atmosphere the freshman-sophomore
"gathering" would take on. Banquets to most of the representa-
ti ves brought backmemories of a fashion show-like affair, where
one talks to only a few people at one's table. The representa-
tives wanted a comfortable, iaexpensive gathering, yet they did
constde- the opinion of the petitioners.
The Tuesday of the same week as the banquet, a special din-
ner will be given in the Commons. Like other special dinners,
the students will be urged to dress up. Those students who de-
sire to see eachother in more formal attire may dress as they
wish. The freshman and sophomore elected class --ep-esenta-
ti ves have decided to con tin u e with plans for the bar-beque,
scheduled for Friday, April 27, to be followed by a talent pro-
gram and outing to Oak Grove. Freshmen and sophomores are
urged to dress as they wish. /
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On .Community and Communal Living
American culture has always placed a strong emphasis on the
individual. Ever since Thomas Jefferson wrote in the declaration
ofindependencethat "all menare created equal, that they are en-
dowedby their Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that a-
mong these are Life, Liberty and the pursuit of happiness", A-
merica has been hailed as the nation of equal opportunity. Here
every individual could make good, it was possible to move from
rags to riches.
Our adoptedeconomic position of capitalism strengthened the
individual's position. Following an economic policy of "survival
of the fittest" pitted individual against individual. Competition
was regarded as a positive force to keep prices downand the
quality of products up.
by SydHielem
sary-v-the average is closer to four. Members use much 0
their extra time to develop their artistic abilities--an exercts
neglected for the most part in America.
Skinner has no use for Christianity which he calls (mistak
enly) "religion" and which he limits to the church institute. HE
makes it clear that Walden Tho is rooted in scientific principles
not "religious" ones, as if the twowere mutually exclusive op
posttes. " ... religious faith becomes irrevelant when the fear
which nourish it are allayed and the hopes fulfilled here 0
earth. " (p. 197, MacMillan Paperback Edition) When "reltgtrn'
is unnecessary it also is no longer true-vthis is what Skinner i
saying, and it is pragmatism at its best!
;:=:.----====:!!5:;; .......;:ac
~ ~M
c.oUS'''3 disoppointment forth.ose. who+ry if.
The individual was further bolstered by the tumultous launch
of communism in 1917.Regarding every commie as the devil in-
car nate caused reactionary Americans to strengthen their indi -
vidualism. Novelist Willaim Faulkner writes about "that belief
in liberty and equality and freedom which is the one idea power-
ful enough to stalemate the idea of communism. "
Christians have also felt the influence of this individualism.
The task of the Christian has too often been seen as individual
Christians working to save individual souls. The idea of a Chr-Ist-
ian community is either not discussed or seen as disruptive to
the "unity" of America.
In reaction to this tndividuaIism, there have been a number
of attempts at communal living. The pioneers' handbookin these
attempts has been Walden Tho by B.F. Skinner. USingthe form
of a novel, the book presents a picture of a Utopian community
named after Thoreau\ hideout at Walden Pond. The novel por-
trays a number of characters who visit Walden Tho even tho ugh
they are skeptical that such a community could be establishe:l
successfully. Eventually most of them see the "light" and join
the commune. Skinner hopes to persuade readers in the same
way that these characters have been persuaded.
The.pictur-e he paints ofthe commune is so ideal that one must
struggle to remain unpersuaded, lf it is so ideal, then why can
we not accept it? Mainly because it is rooted in Skinner's God-
denying faith that man is an animal who can be perfect if he is
manipulated by a perfect envtronment-i-the environment of Wal-
den Tho. Establishing the perfect environment is the ultimate
end of the commune. Because family life is not, in Skinner's o-
pinion, part of the perfect environment it is virtually excluded.
Because life in Arner ica is far from perfect, the commune is al-
most completely cut off from the outside world. The thousand-
plus members of the commune are fed and clothed by products
grown"or manufactured in the commune. They are almost com-
pletely self-sufficient.
Efficiency at all costs is their motto as they labour. Due to
this emphasis on efficiency, an eight-hour workday is unneces-
A number of attempts have been made at communal 1i ving.
Duringthe late sixties it was very much in voguewith the counter-
culture movement. A number ofgroups Inve patterned themselves
after Skinner's book including a group at Thin Oaks in Vtrginta.
It is difficult to compare the book to the actual commune because
of the huge difference in size .• The group at Thin Oaks is only
about thirty-strong, making it difficult to employ Skinner's be-
havioristic, man-the-manipulative-animal techniques.
The influence of individualism is still felt at Thin Oakes.
Prospective members who tend to idealize communal living often
don't realize that even in a commune someone has to wash the
dishes or perform other SUchtasks. Thoughwe can learn from
these attempts (i , e. Skinner's emphasis on the arts) weare hard-
ly prepared to abolish the family as an institution or treat man
as an animal.
After rejecting both individualism and Skinner's concept of
community, the next step is to articulate a Christian understand.
ing of community. That such an attempt at articulation is nee-
cessary is beyond a doubt---the Bible continually speaks of the
people of God, the body of Christ, etc. Our task 'is to discuss
how this community should come to expression in 1973. A firs t
major point which many have failed to see is that the "one holy
catholic church" of the Apostle's Creed does not refer to the
church institute. The Christian community is much more than a
group which meets twice a week to worship and participate in
other church activities. The Christian community is a group
which functions continually, as Paul says, "whatever you are
doing, whether you speak or act, do ever-ything in the name of
the Lord Jesus. " (Col. 3:17) The bodyof Christ should be strug-
gling with these words of Paul--"do everything in the name of the
Lord Jesus." It means finding and shaking off the anti-ChriStian
influences of our civilization and bringing our entire lives under
Christ's rule.
Organizations and institutions havebeen established to try to
develop a Christian approach to education, politics, labor, far -
ming, art, journalism, and other fields. Thoughthese struggliIli
organizations are taking pains to remain true to Scripture they
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re having difficulty in making an impact upon the life of th e
hr isttan, Although we have Christian education this educatio n
rust meet secular standards of accreditation. Though we have
hristian Labor, Unions, the labor itself often remains dehuman -
etng , Although we are struggling with Christian politics, the
olitical structure we must wor'k w ithin is corrupt. We are still
00 much in the clutches of a society driven by a false god- - a
ociety which will not remove its death-grip without a struggle.
hould we make our own accreditation system to use in our
hristian grade schools, high schools, colleges, and graduate
rstttutions? Shouldwe establish our own factories and businesses
'here workers can maintain their humanity?
Does the Christian community have to go one step further to
Ie truly Christian? If so, how? Shouldwe set up our own systems
solated from the world as Skinner has done with Walden 'TWo?
Or is that too much like world-flight? Shouldweremainwith-
n the "system", even if it means compromising our values, and
ry to change it from within? Is it possible to change a system
vhich is the product of human heart commitment without first
-hanging these heart commitments?
r
Answering these questions is beyond this article. When we
ry to answer them there are a couple of things we could keep in
nind, First, to talk about Christian community does not assume
the sacrifice of the individual. In I Corinthians 12, Paul speaks
if the Christian community as the body of Chr~st and we are all
Fuel to the Fire
Jonathan Livingston Seagull by Richard Bach, The Macmillan Company,
INew York, N.Y., 1970.
Reviews of this 93-page bestseller have produced enough in-
Iterpretations ofthe Jonathan Livingston Seagull faith to obliterate
:completely Richard Bach's central message. Widely differing
'religious groups-from Christian Science and Hinduism, to Alco-
Iholics Anonymous and the FBI--have either been identified wttl.
.or else openly ascr ibed to this little masterpiece of inspirational
literature.
- --.----c: 613
Richard Bachtells the story of a young seagullwho escaped the
humdrum existence of regular seagull life to find perfect joy,
wisdom and freedom. Obviously, Bach did not write his book for
all the pollution-afflicted ~eagulls ofNorth America. ToAmeri-
cans disillusioned by organized churches, government bureau-
cracy, high prices and television, Jonathan Livingston Seagull
offers hope for a more meaningful life.
Growing up as a regular seagull hunting for bread-crusts and
fish, Jonathan is frustrated and restless. "Don't forget, "warns
Jonathan's father, "that the reason you fly is to eat." But Jona-
than is hungry for physical and mental perfection. Going con-
trary to the life-style of the Flock, Jonathan is exiled. He con-
tinues to work for perfection of his flight skills in order to find
some meaning to life. As a result of his efforts, the Great Gull
a part of that body- -some of us hands, some feet, etc. Our in-
dividual task is to find our peculiar position in this body, a task
which many of us are carrying out by going to college. Secondly
whatever shape the Christian community takes it must always
be a witness to the w orld, a light on a hill, so that people will
say (as Zechariah has prophesied) "We want to go with you,
since we have learned that God is with you. "
a post script: This article has turned over a: fewquestion-
able stones, but has uncovered beneath them onlymore questions.
Discussion on the questions raised in this article is welcomed;
Anyone interested in the attempts at communal ltving should
read Walden 'TWoby Skinner. Because it is in novel-form, it is
fairly easy reading. Information on the 'TWinOaks commune can
be found in the January and February '73 issues of Psychology
Today in Dordt's library. Another interesting commune pat-
ternedafter Skinner's model is a Jewish commune called the Ju-
bilee Community. Anyone who writes to the Jubilee Community,
Rt. 4, Box128, Temple, Texas, 76501, requesting information,
will receive a pile of matertal in the mail. Talk of communal
living is on therise in Christian circles and we might do well to
keep our eyes on the progress of these other pioneers in the
field. Some heavy Bible study might also be in order--learning
from the people of Old Testament Israel or the early Christian
church as expressions of the Christian community. We migh t
be well on our way to communi.tyIf we discuss this whole busi-
ness communally.
by Janet Vlieg
Chiang carries him to a new and higher world. There Jonathan
learns unimaginable aerobatics and flight speeds. He learns that
his purpose for living is to find perfection and "show it forth. "
"Learn nothing and' the next world is the same as this one,"
says Sullivan, one of Jonathan's felloe- angelic gulls, "all the same
limitations and lead weights to overcome." Having attained his
knowledge of salvation, Jon goes back to earth to gain disciples.
After his work of salvation on earth is finished, Jon bids farewell
to his faithful followers, exhorting them to continue leading all
gulls to a belief in perfection. Jon then becomes a shimmering
transparency inthe air and vanishes.
Nottoo subtlely, Bach gives his star seagull overtones ofJesus
Christ, calling him "Son of the Great Gull," for example. But
even Time rnagaztne sees through this sham. Said Time's re-
view: "Jonathan is not a fallen flyer needing God's help but an
idea of perfection that can fulfill itself." (November 13, 1972,
p. 61). '
Jonathan Livingston Seagull is a religious tract with a lot of
seagull pictures. Propagating a mystic reverence for the power
and autonomy of self, Bach's book offers freedom from fear,
anger, inhibition, prejudice and even human nature itself. Be-
lieve in perfection and convince yourself that you can do anything
you set your mind to.
Although the Christian Science Monitor has refused to carry
ads for Jonathan Livingston Seagull, author Bach's Christian
Scientist background is obvious everywhere. The Church of Christ,
Scientist teaches that sickness and disease can be overcome
through each individual's endeavor of mind over body. Man is
timeless. Each person moves from life to life, never being bo-n
never dying. This idea of freedom from absurdity and meaning-
less limitations is the basis of Bach's book.
Without the christian Scientist label. Bach's offering of spir i-
tual relief for America is attractive to many. Since "a chicken
in every pot" and "a car in every garage" are becoming rather
expensive as national dreams, Jonathan Livingston Seagull
arrives onthe scene (and on the money market) at an appropriate
moment. America is in need of inspiration. The bestseller
popularity of Jonathan Livingston Seagull reveals, unfortunately,
that Richard Bach has at least in part met that need.
/
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Talking With a POW
Navy Lieutenant Commander Rob e r t Naughton of Sheldon, Iowa, spent six
years as a POW after his plane was shot down over North Vietnam on May 18,
1967. Like other prisoners, he was tortured. repeatedly during the first part of
his captivity. He was released on March 4, and returned to his wife's home
town of Sheldon on March 29. The following is an edition of an interview I
recently had the pleasure of conducting.
Ruth: How did it feel to come back to She 1don and receive a
hero's welcome?
Bob: Well, Sheldon is not my home town, but I feel like it is now
especially after the warm reception I received. I must say Iwas
really overwhelmed by the warmth and magnitude of the recep-
tion.
Ruth: Were you surprised to find out that your wife, Peggy, had
been leading a vigouros campaign concerning the POWissue in
northwest Iowa?
Bob: Actually, Iwas, and continue to be surprised as time goes
by. I did receive word that she had gone back to school to get
her master's degree and also did some teaching. Now when I
found out all the efforts she went to on my behalf, and to the ex-
tent that she traveled and spoke--I was really impressed.
Ruth: How many letters did you receive while you were a POW?
Bcb: I received my first letter from my wife inearly1970. Dur-
ing 1970, I received about five 1e tt e r s from my wife, one can!
from one of my boys, and a card from my folks in Cedar Rapids.
From November 1970 until the day I got out, I received only one
letter.
Ruth: What did you do with most of your time to keep occupied?
Bob: The biggest problem I found was keeping my rnnd occupied.
Life was pretty well regimented. Probably an h 0 u r 's worth of
activity during the day consisted of eating and washing. The rest
of the time I tried to make a routine for myself, knowing that the
daywould go more quickly. Upon rising Iwould usually exercise
two or three hours. The rest of the time I was usually involved
in some sort of mental activity. I spent a lot of time memorizing
things --anything I could get a ho l d of. I memorized a total of
forty poems. Man y of us participated in a semi -acadernic pro-
gram, which was only available to us after 1970when we had the
opportunity to live in large groups. In one to four man rooms the
tim e went pretty slow. But in the larger groups, the academic
program consisted of translating various languages, mathematics
and various people giving lectures on aspects ofentertainment or
education with which they we re familiar. In the evening, from
1970 on, we had some access to cards. We would play cards or
chess, or sometimes we "went to the movies. 11 These "movies"
consisted of one person telling all he could remember of a book
or movie. Say for example, tonight is a book review on To Kill
~ Mockingbird. If you were interested, you attended. If not, you
occupied yourself otherwise. It's surprising what ingenuity your
mind can come up with to occupy your time and to make it use-
ful.
Ruth: How did your faith in God make a difference?
Bob: Well, I always had been quite religious. Actually, thefirst
hundred days or so was the biggest part of my trial. Inmyfaith
in God, I usedG o d. as my judge. If I could say to Jesus Christ
that I had done the bestI could in anv particular situation, I would
never have to hang my head or feel ashamed. Later on, I gave
a lot of thought to prayer and just what prayer now meant to me.
Of course, when I was first shot down, I prayed--the hardest I
ever prayed in my life--to get out and get home. But I came to
realize that this wasn't zeally a fair request of the Lord, main-
lybecause if he were to stop the war before it had run its natural
course, just to let me out, it would be like changing the course
of events in the world. A lot of other people would be disappointed
or have their lives upset because God answered my prayers. It
wasn't really reasonable that I expected Him to do t his. !fell
back to the idea that with a reasonable request you can expe c t
action from the prayer. But for the most part, I think I pray
nowfor Godto give me strength and courage to endure the inevit-
able.
Ruth: 'What was your attitu,le toward the war when you went into
the Navy and has it changed since then?
by Ruth Harthoorn
Bob: I think I have to say my attitude has notchangedappreciably
But if it hadn't changed at all, I would think that I had 1ear ned
nothing. I felt that the United States had a definite place in the
war and I still feel so. My attitude towards the war when I was
flying combat missions over there was mainly that we were put
ting an obstacle in front of the communist takeover in South Viet-
nam. And I thought that we were defending the rights of the South
Vietnamese people because they asked us. After thinking about
it in prison for a wh il e , I came to a different realization: We
were there to advance our country's interest. Our interests in-
volve three fields: military, political, and economic, and all
three were valid. Withdrawal due to pressure at home or from
a lack of immediate results would have been hasty and we would
,not have achieved any of our objectives there. I still feel as I
did when Iwas shot down, that the war was worthwhile and I have
no-remorse for having been caught in a rather unfortunate position,
Ruth: President Nixon was elected over a year afte r you were
captured. What is your attitude towards him and the way he han-
dled the Vietnam war?
Bob: My attitude towards President Nixon is that I think he is a
man of conviction who had an idea of how to end the war that he
truly believed in when he took office. I think probably the reason
that his plan didn't achieve the results sooner was b e c a use he
was dealing With'the North Vietnamese, who are in my mind, no-
toriously stubborn and unreasonable. I think that whei he realized
what his problems were, he set about the idea of boostering the
South Vietnamese, both politically and militarily, so that they
could do it on their own. Even with a great deal of resistance in
the United States , because it was a long range plan, he continued
this plan, and tied the idea of Vietnamiz atton to ending the war,
and stopping the loss of American lives in South Vietnam. He al-
so tied the end of the v/ar and the complete withdrawal ofAmeri-
can troops to our release, which was very important to me and
to a great number of American dependent here at home. I have
nothing but the highest admiration for President Nixon, because he
handled it the right way, and took decisivesteps in 1972that nor-
mally would not be taken by a man who was running for reelec-
tion. Also the steps taken last December were very unpopular
because a lot of JJ€') ple had the fear that we were going back to
where we were in 1967 , when I was shot down. As a military
man, I felt that decisive action was n e c e s sa r y, Irs tead of the
piecemeal escalation which we experienced fr 0 m 1965 to 1968,
which received no results, other than alienating a lotof countries
and trying to do a dirty job and still maintain a good guy image.
President Nixon probably inherited the biggest bag of worms as
far as international affairs of the United States goes. I think the
problems he had to cope with imediately upon taking office were
com par a b 1e to the ones Lincoln had when lie took over from
Buchanan, and he handled them very well.
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Ruth: Afewweeks ago, your statement on amnesty was released
to the press. Could you elaborate on this?.
Bob: In regard to amnesty, I think there are several principles
that must be considered. First of all, the principle of justice in
regard to those who fought, those who died, and those who now
walk with an absence of an arm or leg, or permanently maimed
in one way or another. This principle of justice to these people
has to applyin our actions towards those whofled the country when
asked to serve. This principle of justice also has to be temper-
edwith the principle of mercy. With this principle of justice and
mercy, to allow the draft evaders to return to the country imme-
diately wouldviolate the principle of justice to those who served
honorably. To keep them our permanentlywould violate the prin-
ciple of mercy and serve no useful purpose other than to alienate
them. To be constructive, I would allow the' evaders to remain
outside the country for the same length of time as we served as
prisoners in Vietnam. I think that during this time these evaders
would have an appreciation for the freedoms that they can enjoy
hereandnot in the countries where they nowchose to live. When
they would return to the UnitedStates, they would be much better
citizens. If we allowed the draft resisters to come back imme-
diately and they are no longer called up for the draft, what hap-
pens the next time a conflict arisesand we have to muster a force?
-I think this solution offers an alternative by keeping them out as
the longest time of the POWs.
Ruth: Wha t do you think are some of the greatest changes that
took place in the United States during your imprisonment?
Bob: The changes are of two types: superficial c han ge s , and
those that actually meansomething. Theobvious ones are changes
in fashions and hair styles. The change that has really impres-
sed me, is the permeation of the youth with the right they have
to question. Many questions are r ai sed just to exercise this
right, but the great majority of them are asked because people
want to know. Now I think this movement has permeated the
whole country and Tlike the idea of a healthy scepticism. In the
news media, I think more opinions arebeingexpressedbypublic
citizens, and I couldn't be happier. Other changes I noticed were
in the church and the navy. I'm a Catholic myself, and to sum
up the changes in both, I think both had to realize that it was time
to modernize, I think this has probably gone on in all the churches
The navyhas done the same thing--allowing the dress and hair
styles of the times to be the styles of those serving in the navy.
Now a man who is in the service is not immediately ostracised
from society because he belongs to an archaic, tradition-bound
organizati on,
Ruth: When 'did you receive the news of your release and what
was your immediate reaction?
Bob: I was released on the fourth of March, and I knew we were
goinghome just the night before. But as far as the release being
in effect, we found that out on the twenty-ninth of January, three
days after the signing. From all indications, we knewthat things
were pretty close to the sign ing, and for one time we were right.
Ruth: What about your own personal reaction?
Bob: I think that finally when it came, it wasn't quite as emotion-
al as I thought it was going to be, mainly because of the buildup.
Ithink that my emotional crisis came when I saw the first bunch
walk out on the twelfth of February, and knowing that these were
men that Ihad lived with for five and six years, and the nexttime
I would see them, would be over a beer and dressed in ordinary
clothes, instead of those silly pajamas which we had worn for so
long. When it actually came, I think I took it rather calmly, and
I think mos t of us did. Since then, I think I set t l c d down to a
routine of just sitting back and enjoying all of it, andbelieve me,
I have enjoyed it!
Ruth: What are your future plans?
Bob: Right now my plans are to spend some time with my fami-
ly, relax, and catch up on a lot of reading. The wealth. of infor-
mation that I mi sse d in the last six years is most prevalent in
my mind now. After that, I'll probably stay in the navy and go
to school.
Ruth: What made you decide to stay in the navy?
Bob: I think the navy has a role to play in the service of Amer-
ica. I had a good career going for me before, in the operational
field, and I want to be a part of what the navy will do in the fu-
ture. I'm also very interested in what our government is going
to do in the future, and by being involved in the navy and inter-
national affairs, I will come close to reaching my goals. I feel
that the na vy is important, worthwhile, and I can gain a great
deal of satisfaction from it.
Ruth: If the situation arose, could you go through that kind of
experience again?
Bob: Unfortunately, yes, I could probably go through it. I'mnot
going out to seek it, but if necessary, I could go through it. '
Ruth: Thank you very much. Do you have any other comment
you would like to make?
Bob: If I were s pe aking to a group, I would make two points.
First of all, I would thank them for the support we were given.
Many pe 0 pl e gave support in different ways: some by prayer,
and some by actively trying to make our cause known. Others
acted with their cons c i e nee, and protested against what they
thought the war was. I didn't agree with the protest, but I'm all
for it, as long as they protested in a peaceful way. Secondly,
there are a lot of people who came back to the United States who
suffered a great deal from the war-e-more than I did. I'm per-
fectly cap a b1e of going out and earning a living, but there are
many whowill not be able to do that. These peo pl e deserve a
thanks and consideration in the future. C~ive them an opportunity
to develop a skill, and employ them so theycan live normal lives,
or as close as posstble , I think we owe them that much.
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by Samuel Mahaffy
Not Simple to Understand
The name, 'Franz Kafka, has been widely identified with the
wierd and the grotesque. For many he is knownonly as th e
German-author- of The Metamorphosis and A Hunger Artist. Hs
wide collection of stories as weI! as his novels are disregardEd
by most readers.
Kafkawas born in 1883 and died in 1924. Itwas not until 1912
when Kafka wrote The JUdg me n t immediately followed by The
Metamorphosis that he establi sfied himself as a writer, andan
artist.
Most casual readers of The Metamorphosis see it as either a
deeply allegorical story or the grotesque production of a disturbed
mind. It is largely this work thatcontributes toKafka's re-
putationas a writer of the wierd and the absurd. The Metamor-
phosis is the story of Gregor Samsa whohas been sacrificin g
hImself byworking at a meaningless, degrading job. On the oc-
casion of the story, Gregor awoke to find himself turned into a
giant insect. The remainder of the story is concerned with the
precise details of Gregor's life as an insect in his parents home,
and his eventual death.
Kafka's critics are many and varied. Many study Kafka only
in light of his psychic problems. Others describe his work as
allegories comparable to John Bunyan's, The Pilgrim's Progress.
Most fail to see Kafka's works in the context of the tim e s in
whichhe was writing and few attempt to account for the spirit d'
existentialism as it gripped Kafka.
Kafkawroteata time when his contemporaries were question-
ing the validity ofexisting art forms. The traditional art forms
were considered inadequate to deal with a world complicated by
changingvalues and the industrial revolution as well as political
upheavals.
Kafka expressed in his literature, the spirit of existentaltsm,
This movement registered a protest against the view of man
, prevalent throughout the later part 0 f the nineteenth century. '
According to the existentialist, man is not governed by laws va-
lid for man and nature alike. There is no world-plan, God, or
universal laws directing the course of man.In an over-bearing
way. Man as a whole rather than a primarily rational beingdi-
rects the course and stream of life in history.
The existentialists stressed the absence of absolute certainty
in any rational system. Thus science and logic are inadequate
to comprehend life. Rather man must experience the wholeflow
of life instead of isolating life through abstract analysis.
This concern for the flow of life can be found in the writings
of Kafka. He rejects the traditional plot structure as 'an ab-
straction from life. His works seem fragmentary in an attempt
to leave them open t.ethe flow of life and in an attempt to portray
life as an on-going drama and struggle rather than a smooth on-
going existence.
If the reader of Kafka is looking for a climax Or turning-poirt
in his stories he is in for a rude awakening. The Metamorpho-
sis begins with the "climax" of the story: "As Gregor Samsa a-
woke onemorning from uneasy dreams he found himself trans-
formed in his bed into a gigantic insect. "
Anumber of existentialist themes recure consistently in Kafka's
writing. His characters represent man as he lives in a worl d
in to which lie has been thrown and in which he must remain a
stranger. His characters are generally lonesome, al ienated
andanxious. The subject of his stories shows his total concern
for man and his inner struggles. Man and what man does is the
onlykey to the world as a whole. In this context he stresses tbe
freedom of man and his resulting responsiblity. There is no
room for a scientialistic or deterministic view of life. It is
mans actions that always count.
It is this struggle of man to come to a realization of his own
unique existence that makes Kafka's stories more than an exer-
cise in description and dialogue. This struggle provides the
underlyirig theme for The Metamorphosis.
Man's struggle to realIze his ownunique existence can only te
hindered by systems of thought and dogma. Throughout Kafka's
works there is the tepresentation of officials as distasteful peo-
pIe. Officials, assystemtzers and as the representatives of
systems, long for clear-cut and simple answer-s, Theirs is the
status -quo dogma that closes the path to real searching and an
awareness of human individuality. The existence of officals is
unauthentic in that it is concerned with the common-place and
stresses passivity. Man is purely functional and involved in a
mere being in the world. Authentic existence means the search
for man's realization of his ownuniqueness. Itmust inevitably
involve despair" anxiety, and forlornness.
In The Penal Colonyclearly draws the antithests between au-
thentic andunauthentic existence. The officer operates the Har-
row- -a complicated machine 0 f teeth and needles designed to
cruelly punish the body ofthe condemned. In his matter-of-fact
dialogue the officer explains to the explorer who happens to be
present, the functioning of the machine. The officer as a cog
in the mechanism of the machine represents the abstract sys-
tematization of life that will routinely condemn man on the basIs
of a rather arbitrary systern of values. Such abstract systems
are represented a s senseless and dehumanizing. At the same
tim e the story is a criticism of those whogo along with the
crowd in establishing such senseless value systems. In contrast
to these people, the l' e is the explorer who encounters the rna-
chine, tries to understand it, but thenmoves on. His Is the Iife of





Kafka's purpose inwriting In The Penal Colony is clear. In
noway was it intended to be a horror story on the levels of Poe.
Nor ish i s purpose to didactically teach a lesson. Rather he
portrays a basic conflict of life- -the conflict betweensociety and
systems of thinking that seek to mold man's existence and the
indivIdual who seeks to assert himself in order to realize his
uniqueexistence. The officer, as a representative of unauthen-
ti c exIstence and as a system-builder, becomes so fascinated
and absorbed ill hIs system that he can never come to gri Ps
with his ownexistence.
Kafka's style is as unique a.,shis themes. Whether he is wri-
ting a novel, shor t story, a letter or in his diary, he is concern-
ed in h is description to record per-else detail without be i ng
wordy. The prectsedescr iption of the torture apparatus of In
The Penal Colony-is used to convey the abstractness of the sys-
tem and its isolation fr-om the rest of life. It is also used to
show the inhumanness of the apparatus- -thereader is persuaded
to believe th a t the issue is exactly how the mechanism wor k s
and not whether It is fair, just, or useful.
Another literary technique employed by Kafka is the effective
use of understatement. InThePenalColony describes the twelve
hour torture of the con de mned as their bodies are s low Iy
pierced with needles. The narrator remarks in a classic ex-
ample of understatement that "injustice of'the procedure and the
inhumanity of the execution were undeniable. "
Kafka's central concern to study man influences,his use of
point of view. Because he is concerned not to teach a lesson nor
to abstract life into a complete plot structure, Kafka tends to
become one with some character in the story and the reader is
mad e to identify with that character. Through this technique
Kafka challenges his readers to identify with the search for au-
thentic existence exhibited In the story.
Also typical of Kafka's writing is his use of a type of comedy
throughout his works. It is comedy associated with understate-
men t and is used to portray the underlying absur-dity and des-
pair of human existence, Such comedy is also used to show the
antinomy between the values imposed on man by society and the
indIvidual's Inability to justify these values. In the story, In
The Penal Colony this technique is employed. The condemned
man has jist escaped his gruesome and brutal death and is about
to witness the slaying of the officer by the machine. Meanwhile
he Is busy modeling his slashed garments for the enjoyment of
th e soldier and arguing with the soldier over two ladies' hand-
kerchtefs.. The absurdity of the situatIon can't be missed.
Many of Kafka'sdescriptive paragraphs employ long but simple
sentences. This technique is often missed in the translation of
his works from German to English because the translators find
it necessary to break up his longer sentences--often into four
or fi ve sentences. His long sentences are not wordy descrip-
tions but are loadedwith necessary information. Often one sen-
tence builds the complete setting or lists a series of events es-
sential to the story. By using such sentences, Kafka focus e s
his main concern on the characters of the story, whoare known
mainly through simple dialogue. In this way he shows that s et-
ting and plot are secondary. Even the complete description 'of
the characters is secondary. What is most important is the {Dr-
trayal of the human situation and .thecrisis of man searching
for authentic existence.
The reader of Kafka interested in investigating more than TIE
Metamorphosis w i II find it helpful to read Kafka's famous let:-
ter to his father. This letter deals with the relationship be-
tween the younger and the older Kafka. More importantly it
deals with the relationship betweentwo generations and two rru-
tuallyexclusive ways of life. He is concerned with the probern
of human existence and the different ways in which people con-
frontthese pr-oblems, The tension of Kafka's letter to his fa-
ther is the tension of all his writing.
Kafka wrot e three novels - -America, The Trial, and Th e
Castle. The Castle is the last and most sigmftcantofh is novell.
Written in 1922 it was this novel that finally assured Kafka's
fame as an au th 0 r . In The Castle the idea of officials and ab-
stract systems is further developed. In th e castle there is the
idea of power and authority- -the--e is the bureaucracy and th e
ever-present senseless, dehumanizing system.
The Castle is the story of a man named only K. We knowno-
thing of 50i s past, only that he arrived in a village ruled by a
A Problem of Emptiness
A campus bookstore--what is it? Whatshould it be? Howdoes
Dordt's compare to others? The most usual contact of the stu-
dent with the bookstore takes placewith the buyingand selling of
textbooks. This is probably 1e s s true for Dordt than for larger
campuses. Her e, where student acquaintances are numerous,
students frequently buy and sell textbooks 0 u t side of the book-
store (mainly to save a much-needed dollar or two). This per-
fectly legal "black market" act ivity removes incentive for using
thebookstore from the average student. Other than texts, there
is the stock ofpens, pencils, bluebooks, gym clothes, and mouth-
wash. The card racks are there in full force, with a mediocre
to poor choice. In talking with various students, I found surpris-
ingly enough that most were satisfied with the bookstore, except
for the usual complaint about high prices. Some mentioned the
xtstence of a serious shortage in certain vital commodities (at
xresent there are no medium-sized gym shorts on hand).
I feel that the Dordt campus bookstore leaves a lot of room for
mprovement. In the wholearea ofextra -academic reading rna -
.ertal , Dordt's bookstore really hurts in comparison with other
:ollege bookstores. At present, the choice is extremely limited
mdwhat is offered in no t of exceptional quality. Althoughthe
lossibility of ordering booksandmaterials through thebookstore
exists , this route is not noted for its speed. Most collegebook-
.toras carry everything from soup tonuts as wellas fully stocked
ihelves of books. If you don't believe me, visit one on the cam-
lUS of any nearby university. If our campus bookstore is to de-
-elopinto a bookstore worthy of the name, it must expandbeyond
ts present stock.
Whois to blame for this condition, if it indeed does exis t? I
'eel the problem is three-fold: 1) student failure to utilize pre-
lent bookstore facilities to any great degree, 2) a management
vhich has failed to create sufficient interest in the bookstore's
ise , and 3) the policies of the Nebraska Beak Company, ofwhich
he Dordt Campus Bookstore is a branch.
No matter howgood a bookstore is, its value is nil if it is not
sed by the students. Mrs. Broek, bookstoremanager, said that
here is a lot of stock which does not move simply because stu-
ents do not use the bookstore very much. I s'"e the bookstore
S ameans tobreak through the disadvantages ofour geographical
solati.on , at least in the academic realm. Here is a chance to
ake note of and study what our contemporaries are saying and
oing in.literature , drama, art, sociology, and other fields. Wly
l this opportunity not being exploited? Is this symptomatic ofa
onsiderable non-academic element which mayexistin the Dordt
ollege community? The world of reading can open for us broad
reas whichwill never be touched in our classroom experience--
D let's make use of it~
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castle. The conflict in the story is between his belief that he E
appointed by the authorities as land-surveyor and the refusal rf
the villagers to acknowledgehim. Other characters in the story
include Klamm, a powerful official of the castle, Barnabus, the
messenger of the castle, Momus, the village secretary of
Klamm, and a friend Frieda. The plot of the story is quite un-
complicated. Itmainly concerns K., the village, and the castle.
ButKafkauses the simple story to portray th e conflict ofthe
modern world. Th e 'castle comes to carry the significanc e
of bureaucratic automatism. K. is a typical Kafkahero caugll:
by the conflict between individual human existence and socieres
system -building tendency. The castle a s an abstrac tion frcrn
real life confuses and binds man in his search for authentic ee-
tstence, Like mostof Kafka's heros, K. tends to become mis-
erable, lonely and alienated.
The skill 0 f Kafka as an artist has only recently been r eccg-
nizcd, Even nowmany readers and critics fail to realize his
significanca; WhenThe Castle was first Widelyread, it was
seen a s deeply allegorical and sentimental novel. Many have
interpreted Kafka in terms 0 f his life rather than in terms of
the times in which he wrote, and therefore missed his impor-
tance.
The reading of Kafka is not limited to the student of German
literature. All of his works are now translated into Englis h
and recognized throughout the world. His short s tor i e s are
being studied in high schools and universities throughout the
United States.
Anyoneinterested in understanding the spirit of much 0 f
modern art will be interested in Kafka. His writings also p-e-
vide a key to understanding the tensions, problems, and faith
of this age. As a writer he is skilful, perceptive. and inter-
esting. If he is not simple to understand, it is because he
lived in an age when simple answers were not acceptable.
by Dan Gibson
/
The bookstore management, although friendly and helpful, has
not created a significant desire in students to buywhat they have
to offer. Student disinterest is accepted with seeming resigna-
tion. Dordt stu de n ts "are slow in taking hold of a new thing."
This was Mrs. Broek's'comment as she mentioned several new
offerings boggingdownin infancy due to nonuse. The manage-
ment also plays a large role in ere a tin g a unique position for
Dordt's bookstore. Dordt's bookstore is un i que because of the
books it doesn't have, rather than those it does carry. Manage-
ment censorship l imi ts the supply of books appreciably. Th s
also accounts for the fact that there are noposters on sale. It's
a shame our bookstore can't claim uniqueness apart from this--
except for the small stock of "religious" books, a la BillyGra-
ham, Catherine Marshall, and others.
The Bookstore's business ..
Most of this lack of freedom in choice can be attributed
to policies of the Nebraska BookCompany, w hie h controls the
campus bookstore. Materials other than what the company has
to offer must receive special okay to be displayed and sold. This
severely curtail s freedom in handling works of a truly Christian
background and orientation. At present we ha ve the Reforma-
tional Dugoutat our disposal, but with its future in doubt, what
will be our source of supply for such material? Do r dt College
should examine its relationship with Nebraska BookCo mpa ny
and strive, if at all possible, to find workable alternatives to
the present state of affairs.
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On Which to Stand
A position statement is required of all candidates for the editorship of the Dia-
mond. The statement is then submitted both to the Student Relations Commit-
tee which must approve all candidates, and also to the Di am ond staff which
then chooses its editor for the upcoming school term. Janet Vl ieg , editor-elect
for the 1973-74 term , has submitted the following as he r position statement ..as
she assumes the duties of the Diamond editor.
by Janet Vlieg
The Diamond is Dordt College's student newspaper. TheDia-
mond is not the p r i vate project of a small group of students.
Capturing the news, views and atmosphere of Dordt Coli e ge ,
The Diamond concerns every student, professor, administrator,
and board member. Because it is recognized as a vi tal cog in
thewheel of college structure, the sludentnewspaper is financed
by the Dordt revenue fund.
But the work of those who put this news paper tog e the r does
have a purpose beyond an extra -curricular dabbling in journal-
ism. The Kingship of Christ is the girder upholdingevery issue
of The Diamond. This forces the quality of our work to be dis-
tinctive. Our endeavor must be one of Christian uniqueness, not
pseudo-radicalism. Christ demands of us the best. In writing
as well as meeting deadlines, we must reflect a spirit of comit-
rnent, not half-heartedness. Our e di tor i al policy m us t be
grounded in honesty, not diplomacy or a cat e ring to pressure
About the Future
I was asked to write about Student Forum and its future. I am
glad to do so; but being confronted with the subject it has become
clear to me that my fellow students deserve more than just an
enthusiastic pitch for Forum and for the up-coming elections. I
am tempted to strictly stress the important role of the Forum
and its interesting features, the reason being, simply, because
I'm personally involved. So too, the presidents of the various
clubs could very well, in a similar article, write about .their
club's impo,tance. Instead, I would like to focus on Our basic
interest-Dordt College.
I place myself in no way as an esteemed authority on all of
Dordt's rights and wrongs. The judgement is awesome and all
students and faculty must critique the Christian institution for
which we are thankful. But because of the position given to me
by Dordt students and acknowledged by the faculty, I feel all of
you deserve to know my perspective of Dordt College.
Dordt College is an institution of Christian academics. It will
continue to be Christian as long as it is obedient to God's Word,
acknowledging the Kingship Of Jesus Christ over academics. The
Reformational Kingdom perspective must be believed and put into
action, otherwise Dordt's teaching becomes meaningless, no
matter how many of God's people gather here.
groups. Basic to this requirement is sensitivity of situation, n
callous proclamation. C h r is ti a n journalism develops not
through sensationalism or trivia, but through accurate, clea
cut, relevant reportage. Concern for sentance structure, gra
mer, and spelling is integral to such distinctiveness.
~~
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Meeting these standards demands the time and effort of ever
Diamond editor and s t a ff members. News reporters write an
rewrite, s trt ving for accuracy, clari ty and thorough coverage
Feature writers spend weeks reading and researching for arti-
cles on areas and issues of general interest. Photographers not
only develop the i r own pictures, they constantly run about the
campus searching for relevant photos, w hi 1e trying to Irnprov
on their photographic technique. Typists aim for faultless trans'
fer of words from copy to column format. The lay-out depart-
ment holds fi n a 1 responsibility for proofreading as well as the
finished product. Headlines, pictures, columns --all must har-
monize to reflect a work of technical and artistic quality.
That our distinctive quality be upheld is the constant concern
of an editor . In that concern, the editor coordinates the workiJ
each department with the editorial staff so that there will be 8
sense of working together for a common purpose. Each depart-
ment editor a Ion g with the editor decides what will be coverec
in each iss u e. That we must do no less than our best in ever!
aspect of our Diamond work is the unifying goal the editor has a
responsibility to s t r I ve for. All Diamond workers are volun-
teers, thus money could never be the motivating force. The edi-
tor pulls together with vigor the various efforts on The Diamond
staff in the Kingship of Jesus Christ.
In September The Diamond will again face the challenge of
a new Dordt year. The static arising from communi ca ti on
break-down is a crucial part of that challenge. Sensitivity to the
different wavelengths of students, professors, administrators,
and board members calls for the help of '1 qualified non -student
advisor. But thirty students and an advisor cannot support The
Diamond alone. The Diamond depends upon the strength and en-
couragement of the Body of Chr!st. Only then can The Diamond
develop as a truly Christian newspaper.
by Doug Aldrink
Although having attended Christian schools all my life, only
at Dordt was I really confronted with the truth that the Kingdom
of God is at hand and that the King's people must be His agents
in coming of that Kingdom. For this truth I am deeply grateful.
To remain stagnant in this truth is contradictory. All of us
must ask ourselves whether we are struggling for Christ's glory.
Are all the departments at Dor-dt struggling to obey the Law of
God for their particular field? Are students confronting this
battle? Why do some students draw blanks for answers when
asked about the true meaning for their major area? Why Were
some students ulck of Spiritual Emphasis Week, complaining that
the lectures were "above their heads"? Could it be some of us
have become too comfortable in our view of Christianity? Faculty
and students must join joyfully intlie battle. May we never look
down upon people who lack a true Kingdom perspective but in-
stead admonish each other in Christian love.
In conclusion, Imust be nice and answer the editor's question
given to me: What about Student Forum's future? Fantastic!
As longas students are willing toask what is the Lord's willfor
both academic and non-academic matters, great action will take
place. May God continue to bless Dordt College.





"Te Jesu ", a roc k or-
c- ato rio , composed and pro-
:n- duced by sen i 0 r music
majors Jerry Kuyper and
Paul Tapper, will be pre-
sented on Apr i I 24, at
8:00 p. m. in C160. The
original music production
is a multi -rnedia produc-
tion, in a modified rock
,idiom; its subject matter
and text based on the life
of Christ as recorded in
the Gospel of Matthew.
According to composers
Kuyper and Tapper, "Te
[esu" follows the same
vein as "Godspell" and
"Jesus Christ Superstar, "
except that it presents a
clear Christian view, ob-




oratorio which is aimed
at the contemporary aud-
ience.
The oratorio includes
v 0 c a I performance as
well as piano, organ,
trumpets, gui tar,
electric bass, and drums
instrumentation. Chor-
eography, done by Andrea
Smith, accompanies part
of the production. Vocal
soloists include Jim Vande
Ke rk , Tim Schiebout, Al
Van Zee, Rochelle Kole,
Linda and Patti Venhuizen.




formance of other art-
ist's compositions. That
the senior m us i cia n s
should also compose
their material is a
totally new idea at Dordt,
and adds a new dimension
to the senior recital pro-
gram. According to Jer-
ry Kuyper, "we hope this
will start something. "
Concert Tour
by Roger Vander Werf
•
On Monday evening, Ap-
r i I 9, the Dordt Chorale
un d e r the direction 0 f
Gary Warmink, presented
the final concert which com-
pleted the week -end tour
which took them to Minne-
sota and South Dakota
The theme of the Chorale
concert was the book 0 f
Isaiah. Several very u-
nique and-inspiring selec -
22. Written by senior tions stemmed from a rich
Bryce Bandst-a, the pro-
duction focuses on a ere- variety of composers such
as Randall, Tho mp son,
ation -Fall -Redem ption Deiss, Schubert, Natalie
theme, climaxed with the
resurrection of Christ. Sleeth, and even three or-
According to Bandstra, iginal compositions crea-
th I· h t ted specially for the Chor-«e pay IS somew a u-
niqueto Dordt'sReader's ale by John Ness Beck.'
Also of interest was a com-Theatre. Not onlyis nor-:
ma I reading used. but ac- position by one of the mern-
ting and stnging are also bers 0 f the chorale Dale
mcor porated in the script Leensvaart , which teaured
frequently, The mood of a clarinet trio and a French
horn. The use of sev-the performance varies.
At times it is light. as in eral different instruments
a vaudeville-type scene served to color the concert.
involving two swimmers The Chorale also made US2
at the beach. Sometimes' of a very effective two cho-
it turris to a mor-e seri _ rus number Immediately
.' followed by a SImple, butous mood, as dur-ing the . ful 11 d S' f
scene representing the JOy tune ca.e mg or
ifi f Ch . t Joy, 0 Heavens. One ofer-uct ixion 0 rrs .
The productio~ is unu - the mostnoticeable featu:res
. . was the JOy expressed 1nsual and stimulating to h f d i th . .
h . t e aces an In e Slng-t ose involved, Bryc e. f th bIt·
feels the cast is quite ex- mg o. Ie mem erdis. IS
. d b formi certain y a rewar ng ex-cite a out per ormlng. h f
arld sharirlg it with other penence for bot per or-
t d "W h me rand 2.udience whe n
s u erlts. e s are a they can J'oin hearts
serlse of explorlrlg arld . . '
d,', 'd minds, and VOlces In th eISCOVerlrlg new 1 eas. '. d
It's allbeerl quite a bit of praIse of our Go .
furl as well as work."
pr




Rea d e r 's Theatre is
planning a performance
of "A Celebration of Eas-






The World on My Mind ...
The annual Freshman-
Sophom Ore get - together
will be held on Friday, A-
pril 27. The tr-adittonal
format of the evening has
been changed somewhat
this year. Stavt.ing at
6:00 will be a barbeque
supper behind the SUB. At
8:00 the activity will move
to Oak Gr ove Sta te Park
where there will be a ta-
lerlt show which will be
followed by a cam pfi re arld
sing-along. Th eta lerlt
show will co rl sis t pri-
m a r i I Y of light and hu-
morous songs, skits, and
readirlgs, etc., all per-
formed by members of the
two classes. But irl order
for the talerlt show arld
campfire to be held at Oak
Grove rather than on cam-
pus transportation is nec-
essary. ArlY sophomore
or freshman who can take
a Car loa d of kids dow n
there should sign up on the
sheets that will be provi-
ded.
"I can'tkeep the world
off my m i rld," stated a
college sen ior , Conflict
and crises dominate the
headlines. Starvation
and suffering are the on-
Iy knowns to the majority
of mankind. Where in
the w 0 rid do I fit in?
What in the world am Ito---do?
Thelyricistwrites;
" What the wor Id needs
now is love sweet love .. "
God knows it is true, but
somehow much of Chris-
terldom has scored mas-
sive failure in commUrl-
icating God1s(genuine
love'. Obviously, God
r~ally lwed ... "He so
loved the world that He
gave His orlly SOrl."
Theworld and His love
are Orl my m irld. His
only Sonwas a missionary.
I have but one life, a life
t hat is m irle to explore
and determine its destiny.
His love makes me con-
sider whether or not my
purposes are COrlWtrerlt
with His. He came to
birld w 0 u rld s, feed the
starvirlg, offer reconcil-
iatiorl. Irldeed, His mirld
was and IS on the world.
His Word suggests: "Let
this mirld be also irl you
which is in Chr ist. "
I carl rl0 t obviate my
burden to become involv-
ed i n the w 0 rId. M y
atterltiorl focuses toward
INTER CHRISTO, arl or-
garlizatiorl t hat ex i s t s.




tunities available to the
college world. Vacation,
short term, and career
openings, with Over 120
agencies in the U. S .•
Canada and overseas.
It's not what we store
up that makes us weat,
but rather, what we give
up. And only when we
collegians are willing to
become irlvolved in God's
priorities will we be able
to give up Our own selfish
motivations and move Orl
in His love to Vue great-
ness.
1'm cOrlvinced there is
nothing to lose and every-
th i ng to win in shadng
God's love- - -we win the
WORLD!
If you carl' t get the world




They share your COrlcern
for the WORLD.
Pro Rege Fulfills Purpose
Pro Rege is a relatively NACS and NUCS schools,
new publication on Dordt's 'Bchoollibraries, principals
campus., Publish~d quart- and teachers. Also re-
erly by the faculty of Dorel; ceiving copies each quart-
Pro Rege is an attempt to er are the ministers of the
open forum among the fa- ORC, OP, and RC in the
culty for high level debate. U.S. and others. All who
Anexpressedadvantage of wish to ar~ placed on the
such a publication is th e mailing list.
fa c t that writing down' a Production for each is-
the sis requires clearer sue requires approximatf
thinking and more percise ly two months time: one
stating of ideas. month for gathering mat-
President of the College, erial, alld another month
Rev. Haan, appointed the to assemble it in a quality
editorial com mittee 0 f form.
four: James Koldenhoven, According to Dr. Van
Aaldert Mennenga, Gerard Groningen, editor of the
Van Groningen, and Sam- publication, Pro Rege is
uel Van Houte, with 0 r. succeeding quite well in
Van Groningen as the ed- fulfilling its purpose as a
itor and Lyle Gritters as Christian sounding-board
managing edior. for the faculty. He also
-Presently Pro Rege (La - s ta te d that production
tin phrase meaning "f 0 r time is greater than had
the King") has a circulat- been anticipated, so the
ion of about five thousand quarterly schedule of pub-
It is distributed to all lication has lagged a bit.
wb
pr ]h
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A look ~t INTERCHRISTO headquarters.
Photo: PR




The Board of Trustees, are scheduled for April
in their March 21meeting, 24, with the nomination
gave the AdHoc Commit- deadline set for April 23,
tee the "go-ahead" signal at 12:00 noon.
for the institution of the All full-time Dordt stu-
StudentLife senate. Pro- dents, in good standing,
ceeding fe" om that dect- are eligible to s e r ve on
sion, th 0 S e faculty, ad- the Forum. Anomination
ministration and boa r d sheet with signatures of
me m b e r sand students twenty class members is
wh i ch served on the Ad r equr-ed for nomination,
HocCommittee were named and must be submitted to
to the Student Senate, the Dean of Students.
along with the addition of The President (Le. the
tw 0 students: Mary Poel student receiving the most
and Dan Gibson. votes) of the senior class
According to Rev. Haan, will take on the duties of
the Se na te has already the President of Forum.
met and dis c u sse d "the Incoming freshmen will
s m 0 king rule, and has holdelections next Septern-
adopted a proposed rev-i.- ber to de t e r min e their
s ion which must nowbe class representatives.
approved by the Board.
StudentForum elections kw
jobs are availatie! Ac-
cording to Mr. Henry De
Groot, head 0 f Do r dt's
business department,
many interviewers are
coming in eager to talk to
Dordt students. The place-
ment office is the place
to go for information. A
secretary is there most
of the day to arrange th e
interviews; andmuch info-
rmation, including place-
mentmanuals, is also a-.
vailable. Learn what job
openings exist, when int-
erviews will be held, wha;
interviewers look for in
students, and what to ex-
pect after an interview"
jvw
Barb WalvortJ one of the four madwomen in The Madwoman
of Chaillot. inspects the Countess' costume, which has been
ci-;-signedand sewn by the Madwoman, Hattie Allen I who will
wear it in the April 26 J 27,28 J and 30 production. Interest-
ingly I all four of the madwomen's dresses have been sewn as
part of a Theatre History project.
Photo: Stroik
ROCK
It's a light-hearted satire, a spoof version of the DIAMOND..
Everyone is invited to submit material " .
reports, essays, poems, riddles,
jokes, (unjdramatic monologues, position papers
(for instance, why the Watergate conspiracy bugs youI)
-Poke holes into things you think deserve poking!
-Focus on the ridiculous side of this past year's events I
-Share incidents too hilarious to be forgotten!
-Have a laugh!
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Softball
iDordt's baseball team is his shoes dusty, Ran d y
ell into their seaso~ and Nieuwenhuis is doing a
ave compiled a 3-6 mark, good job whipping the ball Team-_
fter losingthree on their in, Poor defense seems
pring trip, Dor dt cam e to be the team's biggest
ack to w in three, Dordt's problem, The mertal
rst opponent after their game according to Coach
iecca to the west was Altena is good, but throws
lSD, and the Defenders seem' to lack sharpness.
plit a doubleheader with The hitting is excellent
"em. First game Dordt this year and could be the 0 A 'I 18 1973 th
ad thirteen runs, eight best year ever in this de-, n pn ; ,e
its, and one error--over partment. John Visser is Dordt Women s Softball
gainst USDwho had three leading with nearly. 500 Team will play its first
nms , six hits, and five average: season game against the
,rrors. The second game The season doesn't seem University of South Da- "
[lordt lost 13-6. to be long enough to ga- kota in Vermillion. The
Dor dt has had trouble the- momentum and con - te ami s composed of
v ith pitching, the trouble fidence in their ability. mainly upperclassmen Dordt Places Fourth
eei ng not enough cons is - Dordt's potential is good, and will represent Dordt
:ency. Coach Altena has with many underclassmen in th e Intercollegiate
lad to travel to the mound playing and doing a fine Softball Conference. Re-
several times this season job. turning from the 1972 team
.n hts PFFliers, and you 11 are Marcia Rozendaal,
mow how he hates to get Nan c y Eekhoff, Karen
Reike rt , Vicki Van Essen, On April 4, the Dordt goals for total and the fact
Don n a Wieringa, Barb Hockey Club travelled to that they had beaten the
Veldhouse, lnee Beninga, Winnipeg, Manitoba to Drifters pushed the Blades
Ma rl a Vande r Ve en, play in the Second Annual into the fou rth place.
Nancy Matheis, Kathy C.R.C. Hockey Tourna- DordtwasinthePlay-offs:
Buikema, and Mary ment. Because of their goals for
Branderhorst while Janet The team was scheduled 'total, the Vikings took
, b k b 11 h a freshman team, The Bol and Sue Starkenburg to play the first game a- first, Trinity second and
Men s as et a a s Big Pu r ge Gang held a gamst the Cdlcge Avenue The Wolves third
reached the end ofthe line senior team Th; Athletic are newcomers., D ift th e r W' •
d h ' '- ' The team w i l l play ,n ers, ano in- The first play-off gamean anot er excrnng sea Supporters to a 1-1 tie peg team the next morn
son is com pie t e. The Sf' h 1 k f' a seven game schedule :U' -was between Dordt and N.
11 thei be 0 rom t e 00 s 0 and anticipates a good mg at 9:30,' Kildonan. The Bladesteams a gave err st things the season could ' F f k thd f fth de it' season. The previous or i v e wee s ~ gritted their teeth and
an our 0 ~ rna be a good time to get out years or working together Bla~es had been working played for all they were
to the final s , ere dwere and support your favorite. should lead to consistent out m the gym at Dordt m worth At the end of the
:~~~lt~~ t::::;~r a~ndo;~ team as they play softball. teamwor~ and pre~ision: order to stay ih shape for second the score was 5-3
sophomores. The juniors bz Miss HUlsman, much the games" The team had for the Vikings. Again
came out with the one-two" more than a spectator, learned thei r lesson from the penalties crippled the
spot as Los Sudores(I ~,. will encourage an? coach last year when they were Blades as the Vikings put
think that means "no I the tea~. With her walked ,over because of on the pressure. 'Unable
s w eat' ), and Der Platz , ~ctual playing an,d coa~~ - exhaus tion., , to hoI d th em 0 ff, the
met in th e finals, Los mg experrence , m addition Apparently the Dnfters Blades lost 8-3.
S d th t b' to the past extensive prac- wanted to WIn as badly as The second play-offu ores wtw0n a tgameF y tices, the team will be a the Blades did. The first
a mere 0 pom s or game saw sister college,
th' d I th . serious conference con- game'was rough and hard.lr pace e game was B' b b' th BI d Trinity, lock horns with
't 't' tende r jr It Y It, e a es man- Th d B U n'l thnot qUI e so eXCl mg as . aged to capitolize on the un er ay. n e
The Beaners (soph. ) roll- D 'ft' ' tak d last minutes of the game
d n er s IDlS es an th h d th de ,over F LAS H by 15 covered up on their own. nei er team a e e ge.
pOInts. Women's Softball Schednle, Dordt player, Peter Jager, Late in the third period,
ApdI23--Buena Vista, there, S,30b d' th 1 th Trinity oroke the tie.With several activities 24--Westmar liere 4,00 ange m ree goa s at Fighting off the furious
left togo, the juniors have 2S--Bdar Cli;f, he:e, 4,30 game; giving him the first Wolves they won 4-3.
overtaken the mig h t Y May 1-- ~ioux Empire, here, 4,30 hat-trick of the tourna - In thirty minutes after
seniors in to ta 1 points. " 3--Momingside, here, 4,30 ment. The Blades managed th e i r game against the
With the points tallied 5--Northwestern, there, 2,00 to over-power the Drifters WolvGs, the Trinity team
through the basketball re- and wo n 7 -2. skated on the ice to play
h Photo: de Vries Th d th 1suIts, t e juniors are up e next ay e B ades the Vikings.
38 1/3 points over the sen- Track Team Small, faced off with last-years Tired after playing five
iors, 214 points over the winners, the Thunder Bay per iods of hockey tha,
freshmen, and 343 points B W k-' Wolves. Although phy- evening, theyallowedthe
over the sophs. Every- ul or Ing sically weakened by their Vikings to pop in the win-
b:>dy still has a chance so fi r s t game with Trinity ning goals. At the end of
get out and score some Dordt's track team is are the big scorers for College, they saw Dordt the game the Vikings won
points for your class and out and running, claiming Dordt. Ruter placed se- as a walk-over. As the with a score of 7-3.
also supportthosewhoare small numbers, but high cond in both the high hur- game began, the Blades The N, Kildonan Wolves
trying to score some. spirits. Dordt'steamcon- cles and long jump. 'The put out with all they had. took the fir;3t place trophy:
Men's softball is under- sists of fifteen members: old long jump record was The Blades' attempt the Trinity team was
way once again. There Marv Cloo, Dave Koning, broken with Ruter leaping at muzzling the Wolves awarded the second place
are a tota 1 of 12 teams Dan Gibson, Gary Vander 21 feet, 7 inches. failed and they trotte(,'a- and Thunder Bay wound up
that are signed up for the Hart, Rog Tinklenberg, Coach De Wit says he has way with the victory, 10-5. with t hi rd. Next year
season which runs for two Ray Leenstra, Ron Halma, a hardworking group, but To get in the play-offs the Calvin team 'is going
weeks. One of the most Dave Hoekema, Steve Hu- would like to see more Dordt had to get f ou rth to h 0 s t the tournament
powerful teams this yea~ bers, Bob Matter, Dave participation. The team place. The Vikings won with College Ave. as sec-
has to be the senior team Ralya, pllJs our financial doesn't have enough men their games three straight ond alternate. The pros-
in League A that goes by wizard Coach De Wit. in enough events to score Trinity did too. The peets look good and it is
the name of Hobb's II. In Dordt held a triangular high in larger meets. We Wolves had two wins and hopedthatCalvin, byhav-
their first two games this last Saturday, the 14th, would like to commend one lose. Dordt one win ingthe games, will become
season that racked up a' and finished third with 36 'those people for working and two losses, EmoCRC a stronger team with good
total of47 runs as c6m- pomts. Worthmgtonwas hard at something that had one win and two support locally. The
pared to a to ta 1 of 8 for first with 86 and Wayne God has given them as a losses and, after they de- I3lades will be eying first
their opponents. They State was second wlth 66 skill. feated Calvin the Drifters place and hope to bring
look like the team to beat pomts. Mark Kauk, Dave 11 had one win and two losses, some gl i tter home next




The Dorch Blades finished in fourth place in the second annual
CRC Hockey Tournament held in Winnepeg , Manitoba. That
finishes the season for the Blades.
Photo: de Vries
- T \In ourney
Briefly
Speaking ...
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FAF Committee: (left to right) Gary Wondergem , Mr. Bouma, Sue du Mez,
Allen Vander Pol, Gregg Sjoerdsma , Bill Kimble, Helen Blankespoor,









\Artist Lauren Oschner during Creation chapel.
• • An Act of Praise•
Improvisation: Jan Dockter, Gerard. SIeger, John Fluck,
Wayne Brouwer and Syd Hielema,
